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Feel Good From Home is our department's effort to remain connected with
graduate students and offer support to graduate students and their households
during social distancing. Each day has a different activity, idea, or opportunity.
We know this time is challenging, and we hope these opportunities will uplift
you and provide distraction rather than more challenge. Please only try them out
if you have the desire or the capacity! 

This weeks' theme is physical health and well-being! Our physical health
impacts so much of what we do, including our mental health. As we have been
quarantining, it can be hard to feel active and positive about our physical health.
It is also valid to feel fear or anxiety about our physical health given concerns
about coronavirus. So this week we are looking at some activities that prioritize
physical well-being. 

As usual, the resources for graduate students are listed below. Please also feel
free to reach out to The Graduate School if you are struggling.

Monday, May 18:  Focus on hydration! Try drinking one glass more of
water than you usually do! 

This article from the CDC shares some facts about drinking water. 
Tuesday, May 19:  Spend some time in the sun with a pet. (Or if you don't
have a pet, maybe spend sometime in sunshine and check out your
favorite animal YouTuber or internet star.)
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This opinion piece from the New York Times talks about dogs loving
quarantine. 

Wednesday, May 20: Sleeping can be hard when you feel you have been
less active during the day. Try creating your own bedtime reminder and
setting up a routine to calm you before bed.

This Washington Post article explains why we are still tired despite
maybe having more time to sleep
This article from Psychology Today talks about getting good sleep
during quarantine. 
This article talks about the reports of more folks recalling their
dreams during quarantine.

Thursday, May 21: Try out a yoga video, free from YouTube.
Yoga with Adriene is a great yoga channel with yoga for a variety of
abilities and purposes. 
Chair yoga is a great option for all ability levels and is inclusive of
seniors and those with limited mobility.
Cosmic Kids Yoga is a good option for those with children who like
to be active with them! 

Friday, May 22: Download a mindfulness app. 
Headspace is currently free for folks who are unemployed. 
Smiling Mind and Stop, Think Breathe are free options
UCLA Mindful has free meditations in English and Spanish.

Saturday, May 23: Maintaining positive body image is challenging at the
best of times, and even more challenging during quarantine. Thank your
body today for keeping you health and try to be okay with a body that
changes during quarantine. 

Diet culture is trying to capitalize on folks feeling dissatisfied with
their bodies in quarantine. Think intentionally about the types of
bodies you see represented on social media, the types of products
they promote, and how they speak about their body. 
This Psychology Today article talks about body image stress in
quarantine.
This Allure article is surprisingly graceful talking about body image
concerns in quarantine.
This time may be especially challenging for those with eating
disorders. This article talks about tips for those managing eating
disorders in quarantine.

Sunday, May 24: Establish or play with a skincare routine. Make a face-
mask with things you have at home, put on a sheet mask, or even just be
intentional in washing your face today.
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Thank you for doing your best to stay well at home. We know phase one
reopening is coming to Connecticut, and many other states and countries have
started reopening, but that many folks continue to stay at home to keep
themselves and others safe. We will continue to be putting out our content for 2
more weeks. 

Our staff continues to be available, so if you have questions or concerns, please
feel free to reach out to gradschool@uconn.edu. 

Resources for Graduate Students 
UConn's Coronavirus (COVID-19) Website
The Graduate School's Coronavirus (COVID-19) Website 
The Graduate School's COVID-19 Frequently Asked Questions 
Coping with the Suspension of Research
Student Health and Wellness
UKindness
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